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^4 recursive algvxithzz^-was designed tc} invert large,: dense, synnmetric, positve-
definite zrz^tric^s using small. amounts of computer core, z. e. , a small. fraction
F,
of the core zl^eded. t:o siaz`'a^ the comp'zete znatr^. The algorithm. described in
§ this report is a gene:z a.l^ed Gaussian. elirxaiziation technique. Uther algorithms
are. also discus;^ecl ^'c^r the Cholesl^y de^;osnpositiozz aitd step-inversion techniques.
i	 : the Iaczxpoe of the inversion ^.lgorithrn is to solve large Tinear. systems of nor-•
mal equations gen.crat^;^ by worl^ing geo^etio nrGblezns. 	 'file algorithm was in-
^ c^rporated into a coznp^ter. program cal^.ed SUI.,VE .(Reference 1 and 2).
	 In;the
F	 :	 ? past tl.e SUL'^1'E progr2.r^ has beeza used xn, obtaiz^i.ng . solutions published as the
Goddard Earth 147:^de1;^ (R.efercnces 3 thx©ugh 6).	 Tlie latest of the Goddard.
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RECURSIVE PAR^fITI0Iti7ED INVERSION OF LARGE.
(1500 x X5t^0) SYIViNIETRIC l^^TRICES
SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
This report is concerned with the solution of linear systems of least-squares
normal eq^.ations. .The pxablem, described. u^ matrix notation as
Ax=y
is tr3 ,Solve the vector, x , given the vector y and a normal matrix, A ,
(positive-definite and symmetric).
The matrix inversion algorithm described in this report ^^^as designed for in-
venting large matrices. using a fraction of the computer storage space (core) 	 ,
needed to store the complete matrix. The algorithm was desig^led to partition
the matrices into small segments whi ch fit. into the available computer core.
Section 2 describes a generalized form of Gaussian elimination. .This algorithm.
is presently used in the SOLVE. ^ tReference 1) program at Goddard Space ..Flight
Centex ^GSFC) and is being programmed into several other geodetic computer
pragrax^s as well.. The algorithm is programmed in a_package which includes.
a sub^•outine, PlrN, which is the r^^ain driver. The PINV package is presented
i.n the F1.ppendix.
`Sectioa^ 3 describes t^uo alternative algorithms using the sasx^e basic partitioning
tech^^ique described in Section L. These..algorithms are Cholesky decomposition
and astep-inversion method.
Section 4 :deals witJa numerical problems in obtaining a_matrx inverse and pre-
'.	 sents a simple method of ^btaiaung a"set of "condition numbers" ^whicli indicate
numerical loss of precision for each row of the inverse matrix:. Also descri»ed
is a siix^:ple algorithm to iterate a solution vector in oraer to'minimize numerical
.truncation error.









^ECTYflN ? - A GENlitl^^.3^2Ell Gt1..^^SSIAN
E:C,TIViINA'TTJN A.I.^GCJI3zTH^Ji
This section presen{;s an algorithx^ for invex^tir_g symmetric, positive-definite
matrices rising ^. gener^.lized form of, ^atussian elixninati.an. Narm^.l.Iy in the
s
elx:ninatian process,. one row is elirninsted at a time. .The generalized algo-
rithm allows far a set of rows., caaled a segment, to be eliminated each tix^.e.
The size of the segment is selected to fi{; into a^vaiiable computer care, vJlxile
the remainder of the matrix. is stoned on exte^^nal storage devices. The algo-




The size of Bll can be selected so that B^ 1 and B12 contain no more ele-
ments than the computer storage will allow._ This usually means that B22 will.
not fit into the. same storage area. and, therefore, will need to be recursively








The solutions. for the submatrices of V are then.






''	 V7,1 C1^ - V12 C21	 {2-15)
Solutions for the vector x are
€;
E
^	 x2 C2^ ^^2 - C21 Y1^	 (2-16)
^I
^	 xz C.^ 1 y^ C12 x2	(2-17)
Amore- direct method of computing the saluticn, vector x would be to use the
entixe inverse matrix, i. e, ,
x = Vy	 (2-18)
1^Iowever, the advantage of using the generalizcci Gaussian method (Equa.-
<	 bons (2-16) and (2-17)) is that the solution can be obtained withaut the complete
inverse matrix.
(riven below is a recursive alg^s:^^thm for this method in which the matrix B





core storage area as needed.. Only the upper triangular. portion of B elements
(on and above the diagonals) need be stored because of the symmetric property
of B . Three scratch units, denoted as units 1, 2, .and. 3, are used in the algo-
rithm. The steps in the algorithm are as follows:
L	 Rzad as many rows of B on unit l as possible to fill the available
core storage area. The submatrices Bll and B12 are. formed
from these rows. B21 is also initiated into core by using the sym-
metry property B21 B1 (see step. 2 below)..
2. Compute
_1C11 =, B11
C12 - Cll B12
r
y2 ^ y2 C21 yl
and
yl Cll yl
simultaneously replacing. B11 ' B12 ' yl ' Y2 in core with the
newly computed variables., Cil ' C12 ' yl ' y2
3. Store the C 1.1 and C12 ubmatrices on a . scratch storage device-
(i.:e. , unit 3);
4. Read an` additional row of the matrix B from scratch unit e 1 which
belongs o the. submatrix B22 'on unit 1. Compute one row of the.
2-4
1l
l	 1	 i	 'e•
C22 ^3^il^matrix (Fr^uation (2-11)) and write the row on unit 2. For
the ith row of C22 ,the equation for the jth element is
C22 (i , )) 
_ B22(i' j) - L^ C21 (1 ' k) ^ B12(^s 7)k
Repeat step !' until all rows of the B^ 2 matrix have been processed.
5. Rewind scratch units 1 and 2. The identification. numbers. for the
two scratch units are switched: so that the C 22 matrix can be re-
cursively partitioned in the same manner (i. e. , steps 1 through 4
are_ repeated) until the matrix written on scratch unit 2 is small
.enough to fit into the available core. area. (Fg •:zne 2-1 illustrates
the information on the external scratch units for steps 1 through 5.
6. Read C22 from. unit 2 and store in core. Compute V22 - C22
and write the results back on unit 1. Rewind unit 2. Compute
rx2 = V22
 Y2 .
7. Read the last Cll , C^ 2 submatrx sets .written on unit 3 and store
in core. Read. through unit 1; 'operafing_with one row of V 22 at a
time, compute V^.2 - ^ C12 V22 '
8. Compute V11 ^ where.
V11=C11-^12C21
and add the.
 Vll and V12 submatrices with the 
`T22 matrix on
unit 1 Rewind unit 1. If the . complete matrix. B has not. been in-
verted, return to step, 7. (Figure 2-2 illustrates the data stored
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4	 Figure 2-1, Information Stored on Scratch Units. in
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SEC7.'TON 3 - CONSIDER1tiTION OF OTHER INVERSION METHODS-
The basic idea of segmentin t}io rows of the matrix to be inverted cats be ap-
plied. to other matrix int^ersic^n methods.. This section describes two alternate.
inversion algorithms.
3.1 CHOLESKY DECOI`,^IPOSITIOI^T BY ]?ARTITIONING
^"	 ,
Eq^.i.ation (3-1) can be reformed. b^ 7" assuming the existence of a matrix, C , such
^	 that










wi-iere the matrix. C has elements whose values. are zero below the diagonal.:
^"









Since. the elements of CT axe zero above the diagonal, w can be eolved using





Since C has values. of zero below the diagonal,.
cll clj = bjl	 (3-5)
B is symmetric; therefore,
9
bjl = blj	 ( 3 -6)





Therefore, in order to decompose the first row of B ,the elements of C are
s
€	 b




The matrices C and B can be partitioned so that...
T
C11 ^	 C11 C12	 B11 B12
T T _	 (3-IA)










2 C22 ^ E22	 (3-11)
	
^	 By partitioning so that CI1 and C^^ are the first row of the matrix C ,and
by rearranging Ec^rtation (3-11} so that
	
^ !	 c22 C22 - X22 - C^12 G12	 (3-12}
C22
 can 'oe compttted bsr decomposing the new matrix 13' ,where
^!
	^	
B^ B22 C 1:2 X12	 (3-13)
t
Using the above ^ecur^ive technique, C can lie cumputeel one row at a time.
Each time a row of C is computed, it can .
 simply replace the same row of
in the computer storage, Tf not enough storage is available for the complete
^, matrix, the^t only those -rows which will fit. into the area need be operated on.
Once #;hose rows are decomposed, Equation (3-:13) is used to obtain a reduced
matrix :.^' ,which can then he deci^mposed.
An ix^^^^^rae anatr;^ c^u^ be obtainesi by setting ,y ih Equation (3--2) to be a. col-
umn of the idertizy matrix and then solving for one row at a time.. The Cholesky
method is 
-best u^er^ for obtaining solutions which do not require inverse ma-
triees.
3^.2 I-^.FCU^sI^TE ^^TEI' 1^'IE1'HOD
"t'he recursive ^1Qp rn,e^hod uses the saai^.e forxnttlds a5 the generalized Gaussian
inversion process but. differs in the naantaer in which the formulas are employed.









matrix, whereas the Gaussian. elimination algorithm uses the upper triangle.
The inverse of one submatrix is ,generated on a scratch. unit and the other sub-
matrices stored in core to be used to complete the inverse.. The procedure is
recursive in that the complete inverse of a smaller matrix is the inverse-of the
submatrix. of a larger matrix. The procedure is .repeated in order. to obtain





1. Read from a scratch unit 1 as many rows of the matrix B t
	 'hat can
be stored into the available machine core. This unit will then con-
tain the lower triangular elements of the matrix B , designated
submatrix B 11
2. Invert the submatrix Bll and write the resultant inverse
`C 11 - B11) on scratch unit 2. Rewind unit 2.
3. Read .from scratch unit l as many additional rows. as possible and
form the submatrces B 21 and B22 from these rows.	 -
	
4,	 Read one row at a time of C 11 frox:^  anit B and compute
C 12 - Cll B12




C22 B22 B21 C12
_ -1











These submatrices can be computed completely in the computer
I!	 core area by replacing the area used fox B22 by C22 and finally
by V22 ; the B21 submatrix is then replaced by V2I '
6. Read through. unit 2 again one row at a time; compute
If	 V1I _ X11 C12 V21
and write the results on scratch unit 3. Rewind unit 2.
7. Write the submatrices V21 , V2 2 on unit 3 so that the. complete
inverse is on unit 3. Rewind unit 3. If the inverse of the complete
matrix B .has riot been computed, switch units 2_and 3 o that C11
is now the matrix V ; return . to step 3. (Figure 3-1 .illustrates 	 'j
data on the scratch units as they are used in the above steps.)
8. Compute the solution vector by reading the inverse matrix V on







SECTION 4 -ERROR ANALYSIS
The source of 'error considered in this. section is the numerical round-off error
which occurs in floating point arithmetic when obtaining the solution to the linear
system
	
Bx = y	 (4-1)	 ^
tl	 B the. assumption is made that the inverse matrix V can be obtained with the
^^	 ,
same numerical accuracy as the original matrix B ,then th.e round-off error








^( The numerical round-off error should occur primarily in the . process of sub-
traction; i, e. , if two six-digit numbers, a and b , are subtracted .
 and yield
a four-digit difference, then the answer would. be good to two less decimal
places. For. a series summation, such asi
i
xi _ ^ vl^ y^	 (4-3)
j	 j
a condition number, C, is defined as1,
f





	 where E (vl^ y^ )rnax is the expected value of the largest term in the summa-










condition number should then yield the number of decimal places lost in the
matrix product.
There is a round-off error, however; that is accumulated when the V matrix
is computed. Therefore, the condition number noted .above indicates the best
possible answer, i.e. , when V is accurate to as many decimal places as .the.
original matrix B .
In order to obtain the condition number, C i, the expected value of a random.





The above definition is useful only if it is reasonable to .expect any one element
i
of a vector: to be the same magnitudeas another. We can define such a vector
as being. "normaly distributed''.
Given a vector X and a normaly distrib^,=*^^i vector y the _maximum expectation
^	 of the vector product, as used in equation (4-4), would be
a
E (X i ^i )max
	
E ^
x )max E ( )	 (4-6)
i
The above equation. cannot be applied directly: to equation 4-4 because the vector
is not, in general least squares problems.,: normaly .distributed.
The expected'magntude of the sum of elements of a vector can be defined as'
n












This definition is consistant with statistical error estimates of a sum of obser-
vations .
Equation 4-7 can then be used. to define the expected magnitude of a vector prod-
-	
j
uct given the vector x and a normaly distributed vector y
n	 n
E ( ^ Xi Y.)	 E ( ^ X i ) E (y l )	 (4-8)
i = 1	 i=1	 ^
-i
In order to evaluate the expected values in Equation .. (4-4), some insight into
^	 the. least-squares process is needed.. .The matrix B is obtained. from a set of




C	 In thz equation Holed above, the vector r contains a set of weighted residuals
^	 whose expected values axe
`^
E (r) -1 ,
i.e. , a = fl for weighted ,observations and therefore r is considered normaly: 	 `
F distributed., In the least-squares process,.
B = ATA	 (4-1p)
and
i
	^	 y = ATr	 (4-11)














and using definition 4-8 the expected value of y. isi
	
E (yi} = E ^ alb 	 E (r i)	 (4-13)
	J 	 L
using .definition 4-7 it is evaluated as
2 1^2
	E (yi) 












a i'	 - ^ii)1/2	 (4-15)
and..Equation (4-14) becomes
	
E (Yi) - (bull/2 	(4-16)
From Equation (4-16),
	
E (yi)	 E (y^)
(4-17)
	
(bii)1/2	 ^J J^ 1/2
for all values. of i :and j . If'the matrix D is defined suchahat











xn (b^) l j2	 Yn
^ )1/2
nn
:From the positive. definite properties. of the matrix B and .using Equation {6-18),
-^d..^ ^1 when i^J
1]
1 when i = j
The r^axinlum expected value of fire ith row of D , E (^ a i^^m^ , is the
\Jdiagonal term; the minimal expected value of xi is then
1 2	 E (Yi)j














Using the definition .4-6 we can calculate the second .expected value required in
Y.


















^ b .1\	 /
.max	 max	 ii
1/2 1/2The maximum terms of the vi^ • bii bjj are when = j so that
	




The condition number is then derived using Equations (4 -4), (4-20), and (4-21)
as
	
Ci _ . .bii . 
iii	
(4-22)
The equation noted above indicates: that the loss of significant numbers of digits
j	 in the solution can be computed for each element in the solution uector using




error analysis holds only when .the solution vector has beenterated such that





A method of ensuring the accuracy indicated by C i
 is to iterate the. solution until
the origuial Equation (4-1) is satisfied. Let
i	 of	 i
i
	where xoi is the. intermediate . solution, and xi
 is the . complete solution which 	 ^
satisfies Equation (6-i). The vector ^y can be computed such that
Dy = y - Bxo	 (4-24)
and xo is then recomputed so that
	
xo
 = xo + VlSy	 (4-25)
F	 -
After,enough iterations xo approaches the solution vector `x . Convergence
6	 occurs when he ratio
^.
rl





is less. than 10-d
 , where d is the number of digits accuracy in the matr-







^d n	 ^ ^,	













Extensive tests were made of the generalized Gaussian elimination algorithm.
Thee primary concerns were to :determine optimum ratios of cor. e re^,uirements
and computing time. There are manly factors that can affect the computing
time which are functions of the machine that is being used. However, there
are some variables that can be extrapolated from one. machine to snottier which
are firYCtians of the algorithm., These variables are discussed in this .section.
The prirtzary test was to invert a matrix dimensioned at (1.500 x 1500) using
five different.. partitioning levels. :The test was controlled in that the solution
	
vector was known a priori. The test showed that numerical stability is not 	 {
affected by the number of paztitoning levels. The results also. showed that. the
centraX processing unit {CPU). time. was :only moderately affected by the number -
Ie T	 a i	 -of ve s of p rt tionang, whereas the input/output operating (I/Q) tzme was lin-
early affected. I+figure 5-1 illustrates the results as obtained on the IBNI
S/360-95 computer. Figure 5-2 illustrates the change in the I/O slope when
different sized matrices are inverted.
In I'iguxe 5-v, .the T/O time is plotted versus the matrix dimension.. Core is
given in. units or 102, I^ bytes. Tho plots were obtained using the various par-
titioning levels. The plot illustrates the problems of inverting very large mat
x ices, using'sniall aariounts of corn^uter core. The I/O time in the. plots is
proportional. to .the dimension to ttie .fourth paver,
Figure 5--^l illustrates. the CPU time -
 required fr^r inverting matrices of various
dimensions,: -In this. test the CCU time is pooportional to the matrix dimension
to the thi^°d power. , mince the CPU time is only moderately affected by the num-
ber of p^xtit.oned segments (i^'igure 5'-Y), 'the CPU time can be easily established.
.	 for the machine being used.
t
5-I
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fff	
NUMBER OF .PARTITIONED SEGMENTS.f
^.r
*THE' 15-SEGMENT CASE USED A TAPE ON ONE OF THE SCRATCH UNITS VN1TH A LARGER^BUFFER SIZE THAN
THE DISK UNIT CASES fi.e., 32K VERSUS 7K1.
Figure 5-1 Running Time Versus Number of Partitioned Segments..for a
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Figure 5-2. I/O Running Time ZTersus Numlaer of . Partitioned Segments
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MATRIX DIMENSION
•THIS CASE USEDA11aRGER BUFFER ON ONE OF THE SCRATCH'UNITS
' fi.e., 32K INSTEAD OF 7.4K1.
Figure 5-3. I/O Time Required for Inverting Matrices
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Figure 5-4. CPU Running Time in Minutes Using the. Generalized





^omp^.risons of running. were. made for computing the complete inverse and for:
stopping after the forward-elimination procedure and obtaining a solution.
Table 5-1 gives results of a regression analysis of the resultant CPU and I/O
curves. The parameters in the table are for inverting a matrix using 100K core.
CPU. time was fit to the curve
	
tCPU al N + a2 N2 ^- a3 N3	(5-1)
and. the I/O time
	
tI/O al N + a2 N2 + a4 N4	 (5-2)	 j
The CPU comparisons show that the a3 coefficient is reduced by approximately
^	
7
one-third when the solution is obtained without . obtaining the complete inverse.
Likewise, the a4 coefficient is reduced by approximately one-fourth.
P
Table 5-1. Coefficients. for Computing Running Time
on the IBM S/360-95
L
^ ^ .	 ..,.
Coefficient	 a1	 a2	 a3	 a4
i CPU (complete inverse)	 2.02 X 10-4 1.51 X 10-7 1.58 X10 -8	
	
-	 -
CPU` (solution vector only) 4.76 X 10_
4
 2.27 X 10 7 0.52 X.10 8	 -
^	 I/O (complete inverse)	 -1.81 X 10_
4




^	 I/O {solution only)	 0.53 x 10
-4
 3.36 X 10
-7	
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' ''DIMENSION AINN),8(11,LD(11,L(1),M(1) 	 `^	 ^	 ^	 "'^°v
_, G _.^.._...___
G THIS	 IS THE MAIN O4IVE SUBROUTINE USING	 RECUR S IVE PARTITIONING_
-C---AS 'A ^ GENERALIZfO - GAUSSIAN ELEMINATIUN' _7^0"INVERT° `A "IEAST ' SGUARES^
r	 .0 ....	 _MATKiX.	 ^C ...._.	
'THE SQlUTiON FOR X	 [S OBTAINED IN THE LINEAR SYSTEM	 AX=Y	 """^^"
C"""^' ALSO THE INVERSE MATRIX IS OBTAINtO AS A COMPLETE SQUARE MATRIX:
C
__. -•-..	 _	 .....
C' THE PROGRAM EXPECTS THE MATRIX A TO BE AVALABIF ON UNLT 4U. EACH—'
C" -: "" RECORD CONTAINS 1 ROW OF A,STARTiNi^ KITH THE DIAGIONAL ELENcNT.;"--"
C
'G THE	 INVERSE MATR[ 'X IS WRITTEN ON UNIT 41 IN A S4UARE . FORMAT WHERE""	 `
C" EACH RUW IS CUNTAINEO ON 1 RECORD.^	 C.
. _
	 ......^
^C	 '^ SCRATCH. UiJITS ARE	 40x41,42.,43,44	 (I1 = [4	 )	 "'
'G
^
C A ARRAY IS USED TO STORE PARTITIONED SEGMENTS OF THE MATRIX A 	 ^
C NN	 IS THE AMOUNT OF STORAGE. AVALABIE	 .'	 1
C B ARRAY	 IS USED AS A TEMPORARY STORAGE , IO ARRAY A1.5O	 -
C"""	 X - SOLUTION VECTOR	 ,	 Y - RIGHT HANG SIDE	 '"	 "'^-'--







C INITALI-ZE AND CLEAR ARRAYS	 ^ ^^ _'^'
C
^ VO	 1	 I=1,N	
....
BlI)=0.	 --
_, I 1=40	 ._ ...__
L2=41
_..13_43






'	 C COMPUTE NUMBER OF PARTITLUNEO SEGMFNTS `NEEDEO CIP )x 	`" '-'
:	 C NUMBER OF COLUMS IN FIRST ROM1 ( M)	 , AND NUMBER OF ROWS	 ( l)	 - ""^-"'-






















^ 	. ------ L (I D =B0 ^-SQRT (80#BO=C01 ^._.._,... _ _._._	 s
2 M(I+1) = MtII—LtI)	
..	 ,.	 .:_...	 ..	 ..._.._.^.
_	
21 IP=1	 _	 ^	
...... ^ ..:	 .. . _ . __._. _..._
PRINT 22. LP	 ^	 _







I	 C	 CHECK-NUMBER OF PARTITION€t) SEGMkNTS ^. 1= SKIP PARTITIONING
IftIP .EO.l) G0 T0^4	 ^	 .	 ---•
C




-... D0 3 I= 1rIM1	

















^'	 G	 COMPUTE p22=Ac^?.- A21*A11*Al2 ANU Al2=A11*Al2'
^	 G
^	 CALI FWDELMtA.ti.B.LL.MMrNNrLU.I1.I2)^I	 ,
G
COMPUTE X1=All#YI . ANii X2=X2—A21*X1
I^IMM=N — MM+1	 '
C'
CALL fWL•SLVtA.B.X{NMM)•LL ► MM.NN)
C




'	 G _3 CONT [NLL-
i
f




^^_,__.__. _ .	 _	 __.	 1
^i




^EAO LAST PART^TIQNEO SEGMENT..
—^_	 ._...r ,._
': .CALL	 RUALA2l A.MM.MM'•NNr 111_._. _
	 ,.	 ...^^..._..... _.... 	 ...	 ...	 ..	 .




_ _...,. __	 _ ...	 ...	 ...	
—INVERT LASt" ^ pARTITIDMED ^E'^M^NT'' '^"
^..
'





	 X2=A22+Y2	 _	 ,....	 "....	 ..	 .,.^._ .._	 .
'	 -	 "` CALL FkJSLVtA • H.XINMMI . MM ,MM.NN1
C













_ IFl[2.GT.42,)tZ=41	 ^	 _.._^;	 _	 ..
r	
_.I GALL	 WRTE322. ( A+BrNPirNNrl1)f
s	 t,_	 '"" " I F THE ►t E I S ONLY l PART ITTJNEU ` SEGMENT NO "MARE PROCESS 1 NG "'





























































i__ , SUBROUTI'VE AGKSUO(Ar8.O^LrMrNN•IO•i1rI2rI4)
C _ 	 .__^_.._	 ._ -_^—
G •-' THIS - SUBROUTINE ^EyIARGENS THE PARTIT^C_ONE^b^_E_^MkN_T_-__^ t`^H^
	
.	 _
G • ^ _INVERSE MATRIX THROUGH THE FORMULAS^^' —^^^	
^^. ^•
G .. _	 ..	




^^	 DIMENSION A(NN1r8(L D,DIM) -^
---_--- INTEGER*2 • ID111
. 0 _ ..__ _..	 _....._	
_ .^_ .. ----.^..----•---..._.._ ^_.
^C---'^ A^ ARRAY GUNTAINS All ANG Al2 .. 
_.._..__._..^.	
__.,__._____.-_...__
!,	 _-C __._ ' 8 ARRAY ..LS A TEMPORARY ARRAY" FAR ^R^^1 i^A•tf^TX^_^_
^C _ _- _^_D ARRAY ^IS A TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR B22 NCA.TRIX^^^'^^--"
C ^' FOR EFFICIENT CURE USAGE B AND D SHOULD 8E ^bUfVbi. ^ENT -'^'""



















_ 2 IO(I) = LOCI-11+M-I+1	 - ._	 ._:._ .	 ._	 ..
G	 -










__ 00 5 K=LP1rf^l ..





DU 3 J=L1' 1 •,^t
IJ=IUfI)+J



























^`^ _V READ 021 ' ANIS STt]R^ 'IN—Z; ORE`	,'





—C — '-N R I T E 811 s B 12" -ON" OUTPUT'-CJNTT^^	 ' i
-•0--	 -------	 — _ _. _ ._. _ . 	 _.^...^__	 _.
.^^_	
1
--- 0 0 14 I = 1 r L ------ -	 — ---	 ^
.	 . -.
- GO	 9 J-1..M -._. _	 _._.___	 3_	 ^	 ....	 ^
_.___--IFfJ--I) 7r8r8









_	 CALL WRITEb tOrPfirL2)
	
i _^_.__.











CALI. REAi]E,IDILPI}rMNrll_).___. ._. _
-	 DO 11 i=1,C
,'
-----•_._CALL WRITEb tD,MrI2)	 .__-^__
,, °12-CONTINUE	 _ _^.-----
G .. , SWITCH UNITS AND REkIfJD	 ._	
_.
__....

















SUBROUTINE FWJELM(A,BrU.L,M,NN•IO , Ilr12I
—^...	 .. _ .	 ._..	 _	 .,.__._.._. __	 __^_








L NTEGER*2	 I i^ 41)G
C A'^ARRAY^ CONTAINS Al l^ ANA Al2 	 ^
G^ _-"'
_	 _	 _
B ARRAY 1S A BUFFER .FUR TEMPORARY STOR gGE OF^^Al2-'A_1_L*A1_2"	 '^	 ^
_
G^	 ^ U ARRAY IS A BUFFER FOR TEMPORARY STOf^AGE OF A22 ` 	• '^"—'
C	 ^ FOR EFFICENT USE OF CARE Bl1)^ ANU [) ( ll	 SHUUL_D BE E^QUI-VA'LENT"
^'^	 ^G"--^^ID IS AN INDEX ARRAY	 ` LNDEX(I,J)= ' LU(I^1^ J^ ` WHERE J.GE.I
..."	 __..
G ..
















	 ,.	 —	 _
G INITALIZE	 iD	 ARRAY"	







IDl I)=ID ( I_.1;^+M-I+1.. .











C WR I T 'E	 A22=A22 - A2 1*A l l '^A 12 ON UNi T	 I 2	 ^	 -'
_	 'C STURE	 Al2=	 AlI.*A 12	 IN	 CORE	 ; 
..__	 __._C
...
















^	 Btt l =B ill+A t1'J1*ACLK_)..----- ^
C
I
._	 _ ..	 d0	 5	 J=I•l
^ IJ=IDIJ)+Ir,

















	 II	 _...._ ..._ _
	
._.__.--	 ----
,:!,	 _..	 ..	 ..	 REWIND	 i2	 ._	 _..	 ---_	 ;._...	 _.
...:..	 I 1= L 2	 :--
---...
	
...-I F I I 2. ^T . 42"D IZ=4I ._ ._ _ __.._ ....
---... 









	 REAL *8 	 X(M) ,Btl)	 _.._ _	 ._..— _._._._^
- -•-- --- ---^_ _^— .	 _
G SOLVE	 X1=AlI*X1	 -	 ^	 -^---
--t^----	 --X2=XZ=A21#X.1___..-- 	 ---	 1i	 L





--w.. _ I F L L P 1. G T. L) G 0 ..
T0 2 
.—	 _ __- ---
C __. __
IJ=IJ+1	 -^e^	 i	 _,_.. __ .._. -	 Bl I1;=6(II+A(IJ )*X(J)'-	 -------
_	 - -




	 TO	 4 _-.-- -	 ..C -- -
Fi	
-










!I'I 	 I	 i ^ 3	 CONTINUE
`I	 -	 ..C. -	 . -_- _....._.
,;
_:	 ..	 .: 4 CONTINUE	 --'





















'^	 '	 C	 READ All AND Al2 INTO ARRAY • A sREAD ' UtJIT I1' ^ '- ^-""
OLMENSION A(NN)
	 __ ^
G	 IF A IS FLEA\D ' ON UNIT 43 • THEN BACKSPACE THROUGH l BONS
... _. __._, 
-
IFf I1'.NE.43YGO`"TO.2 _ . ......_.__._.-•----:-.____..._.-_. _-.... _.._.
^	 '-"1 BAGKSPAGE. I1	 •---	 -	 -C.	
_._r
C	 _. ...READ A11,Al2	 ,_.	 ._-	 --	 .____	 _	 .._.	 .^	
. C.. _.	 ..	
. _ . _ __ _ - _ _ ._ _
	
-,.. _ __
.	 i	 2 M 1=1	
_	 __.. _ __
	
._	 . .
----•_._..-GAIL REA^6(A(M1):MM",Z1.1_ 	 ^_^:___----.,..
I•C--	 ... -	 - - - - --. _ _ _ __	 .___..	 ... ...
...._.	
-- IF(I I.NE . 43)RETURN.	 ... ,^ _----.- _	 ._..	 ..	 ___
.._. J: 'BAGKSPAGE - I 1
	
.. ^ ......	 _.._	 ^ _._ _ .. _..___........__.._ _._ ...	
`
_- - -•-- RETURN
'	 _....^_ . _END
	
..	
















_ G — 
— MATRIX INVERSION USINC^GAD 'S'SZ Af^"ElI'MAT^ION `-"" """•	 --_.-.:._____._. _
C	 A ARRAY IS UPPER TRIANGLE DF A POSITIVE OEFINITE.SYMETRIC MATt^IX -
^^	 8^ ARRAY I S' 'FOP. ^ `TE'NPORAkY3TORAGE--OF-BT^2^PARTITIO'NE6'ROMI-`-'--^' -
''	 --- ._. p 1 M L N S I ON A (NN) : B (N) .._ _ _.. __ ._.. —.-._ _^_.___.._ -_ . __..,. _.----• --. _ _ • -- ---^-- 	 '






C` --INpEX FUNCTION.	 ^ INOEX(I,J1
	




-IND(I1= (M$2=I)'#TT=1-9/Z' -"!—	 __.-	 -	 -	 --
G--- __	 _,..--____...._.^.--.-	 ^
'C- `"^^` M - NUMBER OF' ELEMENT' •IN-'THE-FIitST ROW-OF"A'°MIiTRT'X
C -'` N^ - NU;dBER OF ROWS IN A MATRIX' TO BE 'INVERTED 	 '"" -` ^'-
"C --"- 'NN- NUMBER DF 'ElEME1^TS - IN- A MATRIX `;-'-NN="N*M' =N^(N-Il7^'
G....._._ _FORWARD ECIMIrIATIONr A11=^ 1/A'1'1 "•------__..__.__ 	 _---.,.. , __...____ __.__ ._.-L . _ . _._	
_-	 A22=A22 '- RA21#All*A-12_. . _.. : _- _ . - 	 --- -._ .^:.^
,...	 _ ,-_









-A [ J K) = A (J K 1- A (I J )'^A (I I )`#A C I K7
	
^ ___..:_- -- --------------:.._.^ _ _
-^c	
...
	 _	 ..	 _	 _




G	 BACK SUBSTITUTIbN•	 822=A22
{?RIGIlVAL PAGE ^




G	 _	 _	 811= All -t112^A21
G ^ ^^ CLEAR B ARRAY -':_ _ „, 	 . _ ^_	 .
C .. __	 ..	 _ .. -^
4 B(I)=0.




_ _ T NU I I NO (-rl —__ __
..^..__,._^;-:CQMPUTE B12
.- ￿1ti12+^e2^`^^11-K^^J
- G --- ._._	 _.._ ^__.... ... 	 _	 ._	
-
00 5 J =J1,.N.._... .
_ ._ _.: _.^^__._ w
	





5	 BIJ1=fiIJ)-AIIK7*dIJK^._..	 _..__ ------ -----
-^----. ,-COMPUTE Ei12 FOR `_K.LT.J ___...------•^--._.._....,
G ^.	 ..	 ,...._	 --.. __ .	 _ ...
._......_......._
	 IF(J1.EQ.N) -60 ' TO T_.__.:_`._____ _:_.._....-
DO b J-J2,N	 .. _.. ^__._	 _
. _	 ..
K1=J-1




_	 Jtic=JK+K 2	 .	 ..
b	 6(Jl=(3IJ) - AIIK_)*p(JKf	 ..	 ..
..
7	 I1= INUI + 1^.	 :.	 .,.






AtI'I = AI II} - BlJ}*A ( IJ)	 ._.	 .,
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